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About us in brief

Network of national and regional housing provider
federations
• 4,500 public, voluntary housing organisations
• 28,000 cooperative housing organisations
45 members & partners in 24 countries (20 EU
Member States)
Manage 26 million dwellings, about 11% of existing
dwellings in the EU

Which skills will increase
renovation activities among social
housing organisations ?
• The challenge: Can we build/renovate more
AND better?
• The channels for upskilling are increasingly
diverse in the sector
• Skills mapping reveals diverse needs
• PROF TRAC flexible approach is the right one

• Solutions: the experience of 44 000 local social,
cooperative and public housing companies 
yes if skills increase on:
- Integration of EE with RES
- Industrialisation of the supply chain (use of
prefabricated panels for instance)
- Adequate financing mixing loans, subsidies and
contribution of residents (tenants/owners)
- Involvement of residents at all stages

Content
• Enhanced ambition at the EU level
• Which skills needed at national level to meet
this ambition?
• How will this help increase renovation
activities among social housing organisations?

Enhanced ambition at the EU level
• European Parliament vote on revised Energy Performance of
Building Directive
New article 2:
Member States shall establish a long-term strategy for the
transformation of the national stock of residential and commercial
buildings, both public and private, into a highly energy efficient and
decarbonised building stock by 2050. The strategy shall include
actions for mobilising investment to facilitate renovation needed to
achieve the 2050 goals
✓ Housing providers and construction companies should be involved
in the discussions about long term strategies where the case must
be made for skills offensive

• Complement to the existing article 9: all new buildings will
be nearly zero-energy by by 31 December 2020. As the
Directive states ‘nearly zero-energy building’ means a
building that has a very high energy performance (in
general below 50kw/m²/year). The nearly zero or very low
amount of energy required should be covered to a very
significant extent by energy from renewable sources,
including energy from renewable sources produced on-site
or nearby.
• Clarity needed on what skills are required to achieve this in
the social housing sector and the best ways to build these
skills

EU Blueprint for Skills
• Skills have been adressed: energy efficiency;
digitisation; circular economy, including biobased and secondary recycled products will be
tackled through EU initiative supported by
Erasmus + (EU Blueprint for Skills)
✓ This blueprint needs to be used to build skills
around a model of cooperation between sectors
(including end-users) which delivers results,
needs to consider innovative procurement &
financing .

Availability of finance & skills
• On financing, article 2 of EPBD: Member States shall
set up mechanisms for :
The use of public funding to leverage additional private
sector investment
Flexible financing platforms at national level
Mixing different strands of public financing (i.e. ESIF,
EFSI).
✓ Increased capacity building needed for housing
providers & Local authorities in use of ESIF, EIB, and
EFSI staff to deliver low cost capital to finance (advisory
hub, ELENA already available)

Aggregation and stimulation of
demand through better skills in
innovative in procurement
• The role of performance guarantees:
 make the use of Energy Performance
Contracting more accessible
Energy performance contracting (or EPC)
recognized as a guaranteed, cost effective and
scalable procurement method for reducing the
operating costs and environmental impacts of
buildings.

Aggregation and stimulation of
demand through better skills in
innovative in procurement – New
business models
Eurostat classification of Energy Performance
Contracting for local authorities will allow off
balance sheet investments
✓ Increased capacity building needed for housing
providers & Local authorities in innovative
procurement

Which regulatory barriers at the
national level ?
• Regulation on split incentives and the use of energy savings
to cover cost of investment
Article 19 of the Energy efficiency directive (EED) provides:
“Member States shall take appropriate measures to remove
regulatory and non-regulatory barriers to energy efficiency in
particular as regards the split of incentives between the owner
and the tenant of a building or among owners”
✓ Member States can be incentivized through the Concerted
Action on Energy Efficiency Directive (which aims to
support the effective implementation of the Directive) to
put in place schemes which build skills and deliver
affordability for owners & occupants.

Your roof has the power
• Skills for use of PV panels in the
housing sector
• Link between legislation and
realistic business models
• Made the case for RES as key for
fair energy transition
• Social housing tenants into
prosumers
– Benefit from self-consumption
– Sell the excess to the grid

Identify the success factors when
skilling up on work with residents
• Engagement should not take a one-size-fits-all
approach as different participants favoured
different techniques.
• How a technique was delivered was key to it
effectiveness.
• Key success factors included:

